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In this work we give an overview of the methodologies required to compute the
rate of proton transfer in hydrogen bonded systems in solution� Using ab initio
or density functional methods we determine proton potentials of a truncated sys�
tem as a function of proton�donor proton�acceptor distance as well as nonbonding
parameters� By classical molecular dynamics we evaluate a swarm of proton po�
tentials with the proton �xed in the reactant well� The rate of proton transfer
is calculated perturbatively using the Density Matrix Evolution �DME� method�
going beyond the Born�Oppenheimer approximation� The method is illustrated by
two examples� hydrogen malonate and the active center of HIV�� protease�

� Introduction�

Hydrogen bonding is of prime importance in chemistry and biochemistry� In�
tramolecular hydrogen bonds stabilize the folded form of proteins as well as
small organic molecules� Intermolecular hydrogen bonding is often important
for speci�city of binding between molecules in a complex � and it determines
the structure and properties of water and many other polar molecules such
as alcohols� For molecular dynamics �MD� and Monte Carlo simulations of
liquid water� where we are interested in thermodynamics and structure� hy�
drogen atoms can be described classically and statically ���� When proton
dynamics is of interest� eg� when proton transfer from donor to acceptor is
non�negligable� a quantum mechanical description of the proton is required ��
It was recently proposed for instance� that hydrogen bonds in a ��sheet may be
of N� ��� HOC� character rather than NH ��� OC �� Hydrogen bonds in small
organic molecules� such as hydrogen malonate� have been studied extensively
by spectroscopic techniques � as well as theoretical methods �� and see below�

Proton transfer is often important in chemical reactions� especially in bio�
logical systems such as proteins where hydrogen bonds are numerous� An in�
teresting example of the latter are the aspartic proteases� proteins which have
a strong hydrogen bond between a charged and uncharged aspartate residue
in the active site� It is thought that proteolysis is initiated by a proton trans�
fer reaction in this hydrogen bond �� Experimental determination of proton
transfer rates is di�cult� although it has been done for some cases� eg� the
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association of H	O
� and OH� in water�
� benzoic acid dimers in a crystal�� or

in deuteron glasses ��� In this work we will show how the rate of proton tranfer
can be determined� even in complex systems such as an enzyme� by a combina�
tion of classical MD and quantum mechanical methods� taking solvation into
account�

It is in principle possible to couple classical mechanics �in this case� molec�
ular dynamics� and quantum dynamics directly �	��� and compute the rate
of proton transfer by counting the number of proton transfers during a long
simulation or using the reactive �ux correlation mechanism ��� This is however
not practical for many highly polar systems like proton transfer in aqueous
solution and enzymatic environments� because very long simulations� O��s��
would be necessary to get a reliable estimate of the rate constant� We have
therefore used a perturbational approach� in which an entirely classical simula�
tion is performed where the proton is �xed in the reactant well� The simulation
then delivers an ensemble of proton potentials that we use as starting point
for the quantum�dynamical computation of the rate constant by the Density
Matrix Evolution �DME� method ���

The hydrogen bonds in systems such as hydrogen malonate and the active
site of HIV�� protease are essentially symmetric� The proton potential in
such a system may be single well or double well depending on the distance
between donor and acceptor atoms� However� when a proton is bound to one
of the oxygen atoms that can function as proton donor� the symmetry will be
broken due to polarization of the environment� There are two contributions
to this phenomenon� �rst solvent molecules will stabilize the hydrogen bond
by orientational as well as electronic polarization� second the C�O bond length
of the proton acceptor will be elongated because of the hydrogen bond� For
the proton this means that the reactant well is stabilized with respect to the
product well� This environment�induced asymmetry is not constant however�
Thermal �uctuations in the solvent around the hydrogen bond and in O�O
distance may lead to a �temporarily� decreased stabilization of the reactant
well� Since a proton is essentially a quantum particle� it may tunnel through
a barrier and the product well will be populated signi�cantly�

In this paper we will give a schematic overview of the computational proce�
dure without going into details which have been published elsewhere������ The
procedure will be illustrated with two examples that we have studied recently�
hydrogen malonate �� and HIV�� protease �	�

� Methodology�

Five basic computational tools are essential for our work	






Figure �� Structure of the active site of HIV�� protease� of both monomers residues Leu�	�
Asp�
�Thr�� are plotted� Carbon atoms are black� nitrogen atoms are dark grey� oxygen

atoms are light grey� the proton is white� The plot was made using MOLSCRIPT ��

�� Ab Initio calculations which we performed using the Gaussian��
 suite
of programs ���


� Molecular dynamics simulations using the GROMACS software ��� ���
�� Computation of the classical contribution to the proton potential�
� Computation of the total proton potential�
�� Computation of density matrix evolution ���

Each of these has its own speci�c problems such as the selection of level of
theory for the ab�initio computations� the force �eld for the MD simulations
and the basis functions for the DME calculation� Although these questions
are important� we will not discuss them here� it is clear that methodological
improvements or improved parametrization of force �elds and basis sets will
enhance the accuracy of the result�

Instead� we will focus on a �recipe� for computing the rate of proton
transfer in hydrogen bonded systems� One of our example systems� �HIV��
protease�� is depicted in Figure �� It can be seen here that the system is very
symmetric� A �ow chart that gives a quick overview of the procedure is given
in Figure 
� The computational units in the �owchart can almost be used like
a black box� If one is aware of the limitations and possibilities of each of them�
they can be used without deep insight in algorithms etc� We will describe these
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Figure �� Flowchart for computation of the rate constant of proton transfer in hydrogen
bonded systems� dOO is the distance between proton donor and acceptor� dOH is the
distance between proton and proton donor� The �ve boxes denote the basic computations

in our scheme�





� items below�

Step �� Ab Initio

Ab Initio calculations were performed on the complete hydrogen malonate ion�
for the HIV�� protease it was necessary to truncate the system to hydrogen
diformate� which is similar to hydrogen malonate� It is well known that the
calculated proton potentials are very much dependent on the applied level of
theory� Flexible basis sets are required and inclusion of electron correlation is
especially important ��� Density functional theory calculations are very attrac�
tive since they yield results close to the MP
 level of theory at only a fraction
of the computational cost� In hydrogen malonate ab initio calculations were
not conclusive about the height of the barrier for the proton potential� for
hydrogen diformate we used B�LYP�������G�
d�
p� ��� 	
 as implemented in
the Gaussian��
 suite of programs ��� Proton potentials Vvac�dOO� dOH�� i�e�
the proton energy as a function of oxygen�oxygen distance �dOO� and proton�
oxygen donor distance �dOH� were computed for � di�erent dOO and ���
di�erent dOH distances� At each point the angle � DHA was optimized while
the other degrees of freedom were frozen because the proton is much faster
than the other nuclei� The resulting in vacuo proton potentials are plotted in
Figure � for the HIV�� protease truncated system�

There are several methods to compute point charges from ab initio data�
the most well known being the Mulliken population analysis� For the charges on
hydrogen malonate we used the method that conserves the dipole moment 	��
In the truncated system of HIV�� protease we used the Merz�Kollman pro�
cedure� that �ts the charges to the electrostatic potential 	� using a solvent
reaction �eld� We think the latter method is the method of choice at this
point in time� For the purpose of the computing the classical part of the pro�
ton potential the charges were computed for � di�erent dOH at an average
dOO distance� since the charges do not depend on dOO very much� but they
strongly depend on dOH�

Step �� Molecular Dynamics

MD calculations of the hydrogen bonded system in explicit solvent �SPC wa�
ter �� were performed� using periodic boundary conditions� We used the GRO�
MOS force�eld		 with modi�cations as suggested in	�� 	� and explicit hydrogen
atoms on aromatic residues in the HIV�� simulation	�� The complete hydrogen
malonate system contained 
�� water molecules in a truncted octahedron box�
while the HIV�� protease dimer was dissolved in a rectangular box with ����
water molecules giving rise to ��
�� atoms� Full details of the MD simulations
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are given in refs� �
 and �	� For the computation of the proton potentials it is
necessary to have a large number of time origins� therefore the coordinates of
all atoms including solvent were stored every �� fs during �� ps MD �HIV���
resp� every 
 fs during ��� ps MD �hydrogen malonate�� The highest fre�
quencies that can be extracted from the molecular dynamics trajectory of a
protein simulation are typically not higher than ���� cm�� which corresponds
to about �� fs� Therefore it is not useful to store coordinates more often� The
MD simulations of the solvated HIV�� protease dimer took ��h��� ps on a SGI
Indigo� computer�
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Figure �� Proton potentials for the hydrogen diformate for various OO distances calculated
on the B�LYP�����G��d��p� level� Orientation of the carboxylic groups was corresponding
to the x�ray structure� Note the asymmetry because of the separation of time scales� because
the proton is much faster than the other particles� The calculations were performed at OO

distances of ���
��A ���� ��
�� �A ��� and ����
�A ����
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Step �� Vclassical

Using the coordinate frames from MD and the charges from ab�initio computa�
tions� the classical contribution Vclass to the proton potential was determined
as follows	
At each coordinate frame the coulomb interaction of the truncated HIV�� sys�
tem resp� hydrogen malonate were computed with the surrounding solvent�
while the donor�proton distance �dOH� was varied� The charges from ab initio
were interpolated using a spline procedure since more points �di�erent dOH�
on the proton potential were computed than charges� Note that in the HIV��
case solvent includes the remainder of the protein and water molecules�
This leads to a table of time�dependent classical proton potentials Vclass�t�dOH��
When the proton hops from donor to acceptor� electronic polarization will be
immediate� i�e� the proton is much slower than electrons� The solvent on
the other hand is much slower than the proton� so that we can safely assume
that solvent is frozen during proton transfer� In our classical calculation the
electronic polarization is not taken into account� although its contribution is
non�negligable� Inclusion of electronic polarization would require polarizable
force �elds for proteins which are currently not available� although a promising
method based on polarizable shell model is under development in our labora�
tory 	�� Therefore we derived an analytical correction to Vclass based on the
Onsager reaction �eld model �see ref� �	 for details� which implies a simple
scaling of Vclass by a factor ������

Step �� Vtotal

The time�dependent in vacuo proton potential is computed by �lling in dOO�t�
from the MD simulation in Vvac�dOO� dOH�	

Vvac�t� dOH� � Vvac�dOO�t�� dOH� ���

Then this term is summed to Vclass�t�dOH� to yield the total time dependent
proton potential Vtot�t�dOH�	

Vtot�t� dOH� � Vclass�t� dOH� � Vvac�t� dOH� �
�

Since we computed Vvac�t� dOH� at fewer di�erent dOH than Vclass we apply
spline interpolation to get the proton potential at intermediate dOH � This
procedure delivers a table Vtot�t� dOH� which can be used in the subsequent
quantum dynamical calculation�
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Step �� Density Matrix Evolution

Recently the Liouville�Von Neuman equation

��

�t
� �

i

�h
���H� ���

was coupled with classical equations of motion in a consistent way to allow
for simultaneous integration of classical� and quantum� degrees of freedom
and the method was called Density Matrix Evolution ��� ����	� 	���
� Here we
have used the DME method in a perturbational way	 the classical system was
considered frozen and the time evolution of the quantum subsystem �i�e� the
proton� was computed using many di�erent time origins� Thus� we solve the
time�dependent Schr�odinger equation by the DME method for all the proton
potentials obtained before� Starting from each time origin� the proton is put in
the reactant well and the Schr�odinger equation is integrated for ��
 ps with a
time step of � fs� Since the time�dependent proton potentials do not have such
high time�resolution we have used a spline interpolation to obtain the potential
at intermediate points� In the hydrogen malonate case two basis functions for
the proton were used in the �rst attempt to compute the rate constant �
�
Later� the calculations were redone with �ve basis functions� yielding a thirty�
fold increase of the rate constant ��� It was concluded that �ve �exible basis
functions su�ce to describe the quantum dynamics of the proton� therefore we
have also used �ve basis functions for the proton in the active site of HIV��
protease�

The initial increase of the product population � can be computed as the
expectation value of the heavyside operator concerning the population of the
product well	

� �

Z �

R

� ��dr ��

where R is the dOO�
� � averaged over many thousand time origins is shown
in Figure  for the case of HIV�� protease�

From the slope the rate constant for the proton transfer can be estimated�
This part of the calculations was described in great detail in ref� ��� It is worth
to stress that when the swarm of proton potentials is determined� the quantum
dynamical calculations could be performed by the DME method� but also by
other quantum dynamical methods like wave packet dynamics �	� ��� real time
path integration ��� �� or surface hopping ��� �	�
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Figure 	� Time course of population of product state � in the active site of HIV�� protease�
calculated by the Density Matrix Evolution method obtained by averaging solutions over

���� time origins�

� Results � Discussion

With our methodology we are able to calculate the rate of proton transfer
in hydrogen bonded systems� For hydrogen malonate �� we found the rate
constant to be �������� � ���s��� for the active site of HIV�� protease �	

�see Figure �� we found ��������� � ���s��� Both rate constants imply that
proton transfer happens on the nanosecond time scale� It should be noted that
in the computation of the rate constant in the case of hydrogen malonate the
polarization correction to Vclass �see Step � above� was not taken into account�
since electronic polarization stabilizes population of the product well� proton
transfer will be enhanced and the rate constant will be higher� Although the
rate constants of proton transfer depend on many factors� the fact that we �nd
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about the same rate constant for the proton transfer between the carboxylates
in aqueous solution and in the protein environment indicates that the HIV��
active center is comparable to water as concerns polarity�

Several other methods are available for the calculation of proton transfer
rate in complex systems such as path integral��� ��� wave packet dynamics�	� ��

and surface hopping ��� �	� Like path integral and wave packet dynamics� DME
using n basis functions giving rise to n levels� represents an approach which
takes into account ground state and excited state proton transfer simultane�
ously� It would be interesting to see whether any of these methods applied
to our test systems would yield similar rate constants� If so� this would se�
riously strengthen the con�dence in combined classical�quantum mechanical
calculations�

Outlook

A challenging application of our method is in the design of inhibitors �or cat�
alysts� for systems where proton transfer is crucial� From the calculated rate
constant for proton transfer between Asp�
� and Asp��
� in the active center
of HIV�� protease� it is evident that the proton transfer takes place on the
nanosecond timescale� The hydrogen bond is therefore highly polarizable and
the equilibrium can be shifted by binding of an inhibitor� The high polariz�
ability of the hydrogen bond should be taken into account by future design
of HIV�� protease inhibitors using molecular dynamics simulations and ther�
modynamic integration methods� A number of such studies on the molecular
mechanics level have already been done �� ������ Another application of the
combination of the methods above� currently being done in our laboratory� is
the computation of the rate of proton transfer from H	O

� to OH� when in
contact in aqueous solution ���
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